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other. Mr. Bergne (to whom I am indebted for some
of the following remarks) informs me that a coin of a
similar type occurred in the Devonshire collection, Lot 19,
which in a marked catalogue is stated to have been pur-
chased for the late Rev. T. F. Dymock. It did not, how-
ever, appear in the sale of his cabinet in the year 1859,
and it is said that he parted with it because he was
unable to form any conjecture as to the meaning of the
letters which form the reverse legend. Mr. Bergne's
coin may possibly be the same specimen, but he did not
obtain it from Mr. Dymock.1 Whether the mysterious
looking legend is to be regarded as the name of a
moneyer, or whether it has some more recondite signifi-
cation, the fact of its occurring on a coin of Coenwulf
shows the propriety of attributing the coin under consi-
deration to Ceolwulf I., his immediate successor, and not
to the second Mercian Ciolwulf. Indeed, if we accept
the very cogent arguments adduced by Mr. Lindsay in
his " View of the Coinage of the Heptarchy " (pp. 33 et
segq.),2 it would appear that there are no coins which can
with confidence be assigned to Ciolwulf II., except the
coin engraved in Ruding, pi. vii. No. 2, and possibly the
coin found at Gravesend in 1840, in company with up-
wards of 400 coins of Burgred, and about 120 coins of
other sole and heptarchic kings, nearly the whole of which
1	Another coin of Coenwulf, in which the reverse legend is
arranged .in a similar manner, is engraved in Ending, pi. vi.
No. 6.    The letters on. that coin appear to form the name of a
moneyer.
2	iSee also some remarks by F. D. .(the Rev. T. F. Dymock,
who was a careful student and excellent judge of Anglo-Saxon
coins), on the arrangement of Mercian pennies bearing the in-
scription Ceolwnlf or Ciolwulf Rex, in the Num. Chron. 0.8.
vol. iv. p. 23,    This valuable paper is, however, so inaccurately
printed as to be bcarcely intelligible in many places.

